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When training in any form of unarmed combat,

to this training — what happens when you’re

the physical areas in which we train are gener-

confronted with a threat in a constricted space?

ally laid out for maximum movement to benefit

You won’t have the space available to conduct

the practitioner. In other words, you have space

your techniques the way you’ve practiced them.

to move around. It’s an ideal setup to practice

There’ll be little room to move or the ability to

techniques and develop dynamic body move-

position your body to deliver a perfect tech-

ment. However, there’s an inherent drawback

nique, so what then?

CLOSET KUNG FU
ing course is truly old-school combat-

You must strike with everything you

ives. It has changed very little from

have and do it explosively. In confined

the way it was originally taught so

spaces this becomes difficult to ac-

many decades ago. It’s effective, easy

complish. We have another acronym

to comprehend, and ideally suited for

just for power development, but we’ll

confined-space fighting because, at

hit that next.

its roots, it was designed for up-close,
in-your-face unarmed combat.
There’s a saying I use when

Effectiveness — The techniques you
use must be effective; we don’t have
the time or need for superfluous or

teaching these courses, namely,

burdensome techniques. Furthermore,

“Technique is important; attitude is

you want to know that the techniques

critical.” That statement becomes

you’re training in have been effectively

even more important when we start

applied in real-life situations.

discussing confined-space combatives. Your technique may suffer due

SCOPE is the overarching principle
for our combatives.

to lack of space and limited ability
for power development, so the more
violence-minded you are, the better
your chances of surviving.

SWAMP
Next, we have SWAMP. This acronym was coined by one of the early
practitioners of the combative system
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Prior to discussing the techniques,
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Bob Kasper. This is the acronym for

Like any good military program, we

the process of power development.

which encompasses the following:
Simplicity — All of the techniques

COMBATIVES
IS MILITARYFOCUSED,
UNARMED,
HAND-TOHAND GUTTER
FIGHTING,
CREATED BY
W.E. FAIRBAIRN
AND OTHERS
FROM THE
WWII ERA.

(GHCA), which was run by the late

you must understand some tenets.
use acronyms. The first one is SCOPE,
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of the Gung Ho Chuan Association

SWAMP stands for:
Stay relaxed — Keep your body
calm, don’t tense up, and continue

we utilize are simple to learn and easy

breathing. Visualizing your strikes can

to employ. Basic gross-motor function

help with this. Concentrate on being

movements are at the core of the

loose prior to executing your initial

strikes. It shouldn’t take you years to

strike.

Before we get to the meat and

master a skillset to defend yourself.

potatoes, let’s clarify something.

Control — You must be in control

Weapon first — The initial strike
needs to be a surprise assault. Don’t

The term “combatives” gets thrown

of yourself, your emotions, and body,

telegraph your intent to strike by rear-

around far too often these days. Many

and you must take control of the situ-

ing your fist back to throw the bomb

systems of martial or fighting arts use

ation, quickly, and violently.

right hand. Instead, focus on moving

the term to identify their system. To

Offense — The word defense is

me, and for my training, combatives

prohibited; its connotation implies

whatever you’re using) first, directly at

is military-focused, unarmed, hand-

that we’re defending ourselves, which

the intended target. Avoid manipulat-

to-hand gutter fighting, created by

means we aren’t aggressing. Your

ing your body in such a manner that

W.E. Fairbairn and others from the

mindset during a violent encounter

screams, “I am going to strike you!”

WWII era.

shouldn’t be to defend yourself; it

the weapon (your striking hand or

Accelerate — Speed is overwhelm-

should be to attack or counterattack

ing and creates power. Accelerate

let’s just say that it’s very basic in

your opponent. When an opportunity

through your target and move quickly.

its techniques and teaching, yet very

presents itself, you must be preemp-

The principle of staying relaxed will

advanced in its application. It was

tive in your attack. At minimum, you

help in acceleration. Relaxed muscles

designed to maim or kill. There aren’t

must assault your threat at the first

move more quickly than tense ones.

many pain compliance techniques

signs of aggression.

Once you strike, continue accelerating

While we needn’t go into its history,

or confusing, drawn-out movements.

Power — The use of power is criti-

into your adversary and punish him

What we teach in our unarmed train-

cal for your technique to be effective.

until his will to fight you is broken.

CLOSET KUNG FU
Move in the direction of the strike —
This will allow you to strike with maxi-

WHEN YOU’RE
IN A LIFEOR-DEATH
STRUGGLE,
VIOLENCE IS
THE ANSWER.
THIS ISN’T A
SPORT, AND
YOU DON’T
GET A TROPHY.
YOU MUST
BE WILLING
TO BE MORE
VIOLENT THAN
YOUR THREAT.
PERIOD.

ing, fast, and powerful strikes, regard-

transition to a low line kick or knee,

less of your size.

and then go back high again.

STRIKE FORCE

space between you and the threat,

Create and crash gaps — Make

mum force. Don’t diminish your power
by moving away from your intended
target. Moving in the direction of your
strike will ensure you’re using your full
body weight and power.
Plunge — Plunge all of your mass

Next, we have the principles for our
striking attributes. These are:
Get off-line — Avoid standing in

and then crash into him with overwhelming force and violence.
Hard to soft/soft to hard — When

front of your threat, especially when

striking a hard surface (head) use a

into the target area. By doing this,

you aren’t able to attack preemptively.

soft weapon (open hand) and vice

you ensure that you’re giving it your

Get out of line from his attack. Think

versa; for a soft target area use a hard

all and not diminishing power. By per-

of a matador dodging a charging bull.

striking surface (elbow).

forming the above principle of moving

Work from the angle or the side. Keep

Incidental striking — At every

in the direction of the strike, you’ll

him off balance, and don’t let him get

opportunity, strike with something

ensure that you connect your strike

positional advantage on you.

somehow! Strikes don’t need to be

before your body mass is set. Your
mass equates to additional power.

Change levels — When delivering

in the form of a prescribed striking

your strikes, move from striking high

technique. For example, immediately

to striking low on the threat. Keep

after delivering a strike, say a cupped

second nature when you deliver

your opponent chasing your striking,

hand blow, jam your non-striking hand

strikes. Tie these principles together

trying to protect himself. Hit him in

into his face. Always look to cause

and you’ll be able to deliver devastat-

the face with a cupped hand blow and

pain and discomfort.

With practice, SWAMP can become
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Press the attack — Continue to
attack with ferocity until the threat is
mitigated. Don’t allow him time to re-
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cover. Be aggressive and violent until
the threat is no longer a threat.
Use what you have — Whatever it
may be, use it. A pen, a comb, a beer
can. If you have something on you,
use it as a weapon.

VIOLENCE
Lastly and most importantly, when
you’re in a life-or-death struggle, violence is the answer. This isn’t a sport,
and you don’t get a trophy. You must
be willing to be more violent than your
threat. Period. It isn’t violence for the
sake of violence. You’re giving the act
of violence against you its due!
Now that you know where we’re
coming from, let’s look at some typical confined-space combative scenarios. We’ll break confined-space combatives into two categories: extreme
and intermediate. Extreme would
be fighting from a confined space,
such as inside your vehicle. For this
article we focus on the intermediate,
covering areas such as an elevator,
stairwell, in-between vehicles, etc.
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CAUGHT IN THE ELEVATOR
As I attempt to exit the elevator, the thug pushes me back into the box (E1).
Obviously he isn’t going to ask me for a date! I get my hands into a guard
position (E2). As he advances, I deliver a fierce face smash (E3, E4), sticking with my principles. I then go low and give him a good ol’ shin kick (E5). I
jam my “off” hand immediately into his face. Using my environment, I drive
his head into the frame of the elevator. I reposition myself and finish him with
a devastating hammer-fist to the side of the head (E6) and a mobility kill by
stomping the ankle (E7).

S1
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S2

E6

STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN
As I’m making my way down the stairwell, the thug
on the landing attacks me. He yokes me up and shoves

E3

me to the wall. I immediately deliver a chin jab from the
low-line position while meat hooking (trapping) his hand
(S1). This strike drives the head backward and thrusts
the groin forward, perfect for the follow-up strike.
I give him a short knee to his man parts (S2). As he
lurches forward, I sling my arm around his head to do a
face rip (S3). In doing so, the inside of my arm strikes to
the brachial plexus area (incidental strike) of his neck.
I violently rip his face around and shift my hand on his
face. I then drop him straight to the deck (S4) while digging my fingers in his eyes (S5). I can end the encounter

E4

E7

with hammer fists, an arm bar, or a stomp, depending on
the severity of the situation.

CLOSET KUNG FU
CAN I HAVE A RIDE?
Even though I’m in the open area of a
parking garage, the environment can close
around me rather quickly. Here I find
myself getting ready to enter my vehicle
when the thug decides to strike. As he
attempts to grab me from behind (V1),
I immediately deliver a whirling elbow
(V2, V3). Not knowing if I have any effect
on the threat, I maintain my aggressive

V1

behavior and immediately follow up with
a series of cycling hammer fists (V4, 5,
6). I then deliver a low-line kick aimed at

V5

destroying the knee joint (V7) and end it
by beating feet out of the area to look for
local law enforcement officers.

So there you have it, a handful of
proven techniques to employ when con27

ters. If you stick with the principles and
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fronted by an adversary in tight quartrain hard with like-minded individuals,
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V2

V6

you’ll stand a better chance of surviving
a violent attack. If you can legally do so,
go armed. But remember, the weapon is
not a panacea. The scenarios described
here don’t afford you the luxury of being
able to draw your weapon at the onset
of the attack. You must have sound
unarmed combative skills — skills that

V3

are brutally efficient and effective.
Violent encounters on the street
aren’t simple problems. They’re usually
executed with speed, cunning, and
ferocity. Criminals are predators, and
they’ll prey on the weak and unaware.
Don’t be a victim. Train hard and make
sure your training is real, relevant, and
proven.
(Special thanks to our “meat puppet”
Jim Waller.)
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